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CSR Report
Imtech is one of the largest technical services providers 

in the UK & Ireland. Our turnover in 2018 was £385m. 

Our key work streams are Engineering Services, Technical 

Facilities Management, Systems Integration and Low 

Carbon Solutions. We are part of the EDF Group.

In 2014 we published our CSR Strategy. This was 

designed to ensure that all our stakeholders understood 

our CSR objectives and the steps we are taking to 

achieve them. We committed to report our progress 

annually and this report provides that update.   

We have included a full list of objectives and our 

progress against them using a traffic light system in 

the Appendix. I am pleased with our 25% reduction in 

employee lost time injury rate and the progress we have 

made on health, especially mental health and employee 

support. We will continue to make steady progress.

‘Our vision is to succeed 
by delivering a better 
experience to our clients, 
employees and supply 
chain. Our Corporate 
Social Responsibility 
programme supports this 
vision. We continue to set 
ourselves objectives that 
stretch us and encourage 
us to explore how we can 
use CSR to help improve 
the way we operate.’  

Introduction
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Our RIDDOR injury rate has reduced 
by 83% since 2010

5 Gold RoSPA Awards won across 
Imtech Engineering Services, Suir and Imtech 
Inviron 

15,360 hazard observations reported in 2018

Best Health and Safety Initiative 
awarded to Imtech Engineering Services Central at 
the 2018 ECA Awards  

CO2 per employee reduced by 31% since 2013

In addition to our community programmes, the 
company donations to charity were £90,000

Suir Engineering was the first company in the Irish 
M&E sector to be awarded ISO 45001

2018
Headlines

Our CSR publications can be downloaded from www.imtech.co.uk\CSR\CSR publications

Paul Kavanagh
CEO Imtech
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We were pleased to see our injury performance improve 

over the year. Improvement plans put in place late 2017 

and early 2018 helped create an improved performance 

by year end. Our overall RIDDOR rate (employees and 

sub-contractors) fell during the year from 0.18 to 0.08 

per 100,000 hours, which is significantly lower than the 

construction industry average, and our overall lost time 

injury rate (employees and sub-contractors) fell to 0.28, 

a 33% reduction.

Lost time injuries (over one day) 
per 100,000 hours
Total includes sub-contractors

The main causes of injuries were:

n Slips, trips and falls – we have encouraged better   

 housekeeping, especially through more proactive   

 engagement with main contractors who manage the  

 site working environment.

n Manual handling – we are focussing on how to move  

 material more effectively.

Focus

We focus on two key behavioural workshops:

2018 
Target

2018 
Achieved

Leadership 
Workshops 90% 75%

BeSHARP 
Workshops- 
Empolyees

90% 81%

Be-SHARP 
Workshops- 

Sub-contractors*
60% 77%

* Those expected to be on site for a month or more

Keeping 
people safe
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We put safety first at Imtech. We expect our employees, 
partners and supply chain to continuously maintain and 
improve on our high standards of health and safety.
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‘CSR is a core value for all of us in Imtech. 
It is our mission to create a healthy, safe, 
diverse and sustainable workplace for our staff, 
customers and stakeholders.’

Tom Prendergast
Group Environmental Health & Safety Director
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Innovative Tool Box Talks

Ensuring tool box talks are fresh, engaging and 

informative is a constant challenge, with this in mind 

the MD of our Engineering Services Central business 

challenged his teams and projects to come up with new 

and interesting tool box talks from videos on men’s 

health and mental health, to songs and novel ways of 

talking about dropped objects. The programme won two 

awards, the Dalkia International H&S Award and the ECA 

Best H&S initiative award.

SLT Awards  

Recognition, finding someone doing it right, should be 

a key part of any H&S programme. Whilst our projects 

have been running monthly awards for many years, it 

was this year that the Group Safety Leadership Team 

decided to present an award at its bi-monthly meeting. 

In 2018 two awards were presented, one to the Major 

Projects team for the extra mile they had gone and the 

other was to the Imtech Inviron Anglian Water team 

(pictured right) for their long term H&S performance 

and excellent Client ratings.
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Colin Brunton
Operations Directo, Imtech Engineering Services Central

‘We recognise the importance of engaging with our 
employees to ensure they understand our Safety 
First ethos. The Tool Box Talks competition hit the 
spot with our people and the ideas they came up 
with were fantastic.’

What we did
One of our H&S themes has been finding better ways of 
engaging people and making H&S more interesting.  
Here are a few examples:

Culture Surveys

Imtech takes the opinions of its employees and sub-contractors very seriously and is committed to completing an 

employee survey every two years since 2013. The latest survey in Imtech Engineering Services Central received 452 

responses (about 51%). Some highlights were:

n 91% felt able to put forward suggestions

n 94% were able to have frank and open discussions about safety

n Our Don’t Walk By culture appeared strong but still  11% of people felt they had been asked to do    

 something unsafe.  

These surveys provide real behavioural insight allowing us to support the positive and address identified concerns.

Suir Safety Week 

Suir Engineering’s Safety Week ran from 24th to 28th 

September 2018. Everyone across the business including 

suppliers, sub-contractors and clients were involved in 

this unique event. As well as promoting and supporting 

the normal day to day safety and wellbeing of our staff 

and co-workers the following themes were focused on 

throughout the week: Driving to Work, Mental Health, 

Customer Appreciation and Emergency Response.



One of our 2018 objectives was to benchmark and review 

our health strategy for 2019-2022. Working with our 

Businesses, our parent company EDF and others in the 

industry, we reviewed our focus and priority for health 

and wellbeing. The Board recognised that effective 

management of health risks provides an overall benefit 

for Imtech employees and their families and that health 

at work should be given the same priority and profile as 

safety and environmental matters.

In addition to their legal responsibilities, Imtech 

businesses were charged to maintain a programme 

designed to reduce ill health and absence where: 

1. Programmes are built on industry initiatives.

2. Prevention takes precedence over corrective measures.      

3. Overall progress is monitored through KPIs.

Employee Assistance Programme   

We launched a new Employee Assistance Programme, 

aligned to our parent company EDF. It is a free and 

confidential service, available 24/7 365 days per 

year, providing information, advice and support to 

all employees on a range of areas including careers, 

relationships and money.
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Mental Health 

Too often, mental health problems have been treated as a taboo subject something never to be talked about, especially 

at work and particularly in the Construction industry.

To help raise awareness of this issue we:

n Supported ‘Time to Talk Day’ on 1st February, when everyone is encouraged to have a conversation about mental   

 health. We delivered Tool Box talks across offices and sites and will continue to participate in this annual event.

n Sent 10 employees on a two-day training course to qualify as Mental Health First Aiders.

n Took part in the Workplace Wellbeing Index for 2018/19 run by MIND, a UK charity for better mental health.
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Monika Sood
HR Manager, Imtech Engineering Services London & South

‘We aim to make the subject of mental health 
less taboo and are working with MIND charity 
to encourage people to talk more openly. We’ve 
already seen some great results with our Mental 
Health First Aiders being approached by colleagues 
to discuss issues.’

What we did - Health

Well-being 

Our Engineering Services London & South business 

purchased a Lifestyle Checkpoint Health & Wellbeing 

Kiosk, it can be used by employees to check blood 

pressure, BMI and other health statistics. It provides an 

on-the-spot printout that enables the individual to decide 

whether to speak with their doctor about any concerns. 

The kiosk is regularly moved between sites and offices, it 

has also been used by clients and sub-contractors.
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‘Our goal is to engage our employees, clients and 
supply chain to ensure we all work together so our 
behaviours, both personally and for our businesses, 
help minimise our carbon footprint to create a better 
environment for all.’

Paul Sharkey
Managing Director, Imtech Engineering Services North

Reducing CO2 footprint

One of our key objectives is to continuously reduce the 

average carbon footprint created by each employee and in 

2018 we achieved a 13% reduction, our highest ever.

We believe that maintaining employee awareness of 

how they can help reduce energy usage will achieve a 

continuous reduction in our overall carbon footprint, 

whether this means encouraging employees to switch off 

lights, computers and printers in the office, utilise virtual 

meeting technology or implement more efficient driving 

techniques. 

 

In addition, a number of projects helped save energy. Our 

Group and Engineering Services London & South business 

moved from Ashford to a new office in Staines, which 

is 75% more energy efficient. Capula made insulation 

improvements to their workshop roof, and our Irish 

business, Suir Engineering, refitted their Waterford HQ 

with more efficient lighting and started to develop a new 

Dublin office / workshop for use from March 2019.

A responsible 
organisation
We want to minimise our environmental impact and we 
recognise that we can measure, manage and reduce our carbon 
footprint through the promotion of good environmental practice.

Our programme of improvement includes design, procurement, projects, offices and the vehicle fleet. We aim to 

engage our employees and are developing better ways to do this.
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Carbon Footprint - Tonnes CO2  per year per employee
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Our waste varies according to our contract mix and in 

2018 our waste decreased by 26% to 457 te (2017 - 618 

tonnes). Our proportion sent to landfill fell further to 

7.6% (2017 - 32.5%) and our recycled amount rose to 

89.4% (2017 - 63.7%).

Waste Management

Waste disposal routes
We measure waste where we have a contract for 

its disposal.

Recovery
3.0%

Landfill
7.6%

2018

Recycle & Re-use
89.4%

2018



Sheffield NHS Trust

Sheffield NHS Trust has government targets to reduce 

its CO2 emissions by 80% from 1990 levels by 2050. 

The Carbon and Energy Fund, which is focused on 

reducing energy costs and CO2 emissions in the NHS, 

has set up a national Energy Performance Contracting 

framework to deliver energy saving infrastructure 

improvement projects.

Imtech Low Carbon Solutions identified where 

guaranteed energy savings would be achieved, these 

included installation of a new Combined Heat and 

Power (CHP) system and energy efficient lighting. 

The installation project was delivered by Imtech 

Engineering Services Central. To provide increased 

resilience of the system, Imtech Inviron will undertake 

the technical facilities maintenance over the next 15 

years.

Challenges

The main hospital site had four boiler houses dating 

back to the 1980s, when the hospital switched from 

steam to gas. The boilers were life expired and 

obsolete with numerous parts no longer available. 

The Admin block boiler house was no longer fit for 

purpose and an alternative location was required 

for this plant. Boiler replacement was identified as 

urgent.

Age and reconfigurations had reduced the efficiency 

of the hospital heating system. Temperature 

fluctuations within buildings, particularly areas being 

either too hot or cold, were widespread. 

Solution 

n To install new state-of-the-art CHP at both   

 locations and renovation of existing radiator   

 network to reduce wasted heat

n Replacement of lights with LED equivalents

n Creation of a new Energy Centre to improve   

 efficiency

n Installation of photovoltaic panels and car charging  

 points

Annual Savings

The building systems will be optimised over the next 

15 years to ensure the annual guaranteed cost and 

energy savings are realised. These equate to; 

n 2,500 tonnes of CO2

n 5.4MWe of electricity

n £600,000 in energy

The results will be continuously monitored and 

certified by the Carbon and Energy Fund.

Quality Improvements

n Resilience - dual fuel boilers allows continued   

 operation of services in the event of a mains gas   

 failure.

n Building comfort - renovation of the existing   

 system addressed temperature fluctuations and   

 provides local temperature control.

n Replacement of low quality lighting with LED   

 results in an improved environment for users

PowerShift – Capula and EDF
Capula and EDF worked closely together to 
create the innovative PowerShift platform. It is 
designed for businesses 
who can be flexible with 
their consumption and 
rewards them for shifting 
or reducing demand. It 
creates opportunities to earn 
revenue by supporting the 
National Grid in times of 
peak demand.
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GreenTech
The technical solutions we install contribute to a sustainable 
society. We work with and support our clients to develop and 
deliver sustainable buildings by maximising our extensive value 
engineering experience.
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Dave Winkler
HR Director, Imtech Inviron

‘We want the right people in the right jobs. We 
recognise the importance of the talent we have 
within our business and ensure employees are 
offered opportunities to develop their careers, 
should they wish to.’

Investing in 
our people

Women in Imtech

Our senior management team are committed to 

creating a better gender balance, with more women 

progressing into senior roles. To 

help deliver this we held Women 

in Imtech sessions across our main 

locations in the UK & Ireland, 

with 140, of approximately 250, 

women attending. The sessions 

introduced the Gender Pay Gap 

Report and then invited open 

feedback on working for Imtech 

and also gathered their thoughts on 

how Imtech can attract, retain and 

progress more women.

The events were very well received, with women openly, 

honestly and enthusiastically contributing their thoughts, 

ideas and experiences. A smaller group of women are 

now working on taking the priorities for action forward 

into a tangible action plan.

STEM Ambassador

One of our STEM Ambassadors, Suzana Zekic from 

Engineering Services London & South, was busy 

throughout 2018 attending events at schools and 

colleges across the region. These events included talking 

about building services engineering during careers 

fairs at Nower Hill and Parmiter High Schools. Suzana 

commented ‘It was great to plant a seed in the minds of 

the young people and see them become enthused about 

engineering.’

A key element of our CSR objectives is ensuring our people are 
happy, healthy and understand the part they play within the 
business. We want them to have an exciting, challenging career 
within our business and the construction industry.

What we did
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Apprentices

We continue to support the industry skills gap by 

recruiting apprentices across our business. In 2018 we 

employed 59 apprentices across our business units. 

Imtech Inviron welcomed two new apprentices into 

their team for the first time at the University of Lincoln. 

Joshua Swannack and Thomas Howarth were recently 

interviewed for the Campus online magazine, you can 

read the full interview here: https://estates.lincoln.

ac.uk/new-apprentices-welcomed-to-help-maintain-the-

university-estate/



Supply Chain Supervisors Passport 

Imtech Engineering Services London & South has 

introduced a one day ‘Supervisor’s Passport’ Scheme 

for all of its Supply Chain Supervisors, and to date 99 

Supervisors have received this training. 

The main objective is to introduce the Supervisors to 

the key safety, quality, standards and principles that are 

important for us to deliver a successful project together. 

We know that by working together in partnership 

and by developing a common understanding of our 

management tools, systems and standards, we place 

ourselves in the best position to achieve success.
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Industry 
investment
As part of our objective to invest in techniques that will improve 
our industry, as a whole, we work closely with our clients and 
partners to maximise value by innovating to deliver projects on 
time, in a safe manner and with regard to the environment.

What we did
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Nigel Hempsall
Group Procurement Director

‘We are continuing to work closely with our local 
suppliers and subcontractors to support us in 
delivering our CSR objectives.’

Value Engineering @ Shepherdess Walk  

Imtech Engineering Services London &  South worked 

closely with supplier, Crane FS, to select the product 

that would supply a value engineered heating and air 

conditioning system for its M&E installation project at 

Shepherdess Walk, London.

The team achieved a 

sustainable building by 

utilising efficient valve 

technologies. Early 

engagement with the 

site team was crucial, 

in which the benefits 

of utilising Pressure 

Independent Control 

Valves (PICVs) was 

demonstrated. 

‘Our framework agreement with Imtech means Crane 

FS are committed to technical excellence combined with 

product and process development that benefits both 

parties and ultimately delivers a more energy efficient 

HVAC system for the end user.’ Daryl Panter, UK Sales 

Director, Crane FS.

Imtech – DfMA evolution

Following the successful application of MEP pre-assembly across a number of Imtech projects, we are now 

looking to build for the future and the next generation of Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA). 

Imtech have developed an MEP production system methodology including modules which teams can utilise on 

projects from the outset. This will transform the traditional construction process into one based on technological 

innovation. It will result in site teams carrying out safer, more productive and less complex assembly over shorter 

timescales.



Appendix
CSR Policy / Strategic Objective Objective 2018 Target (Progress) 2019 Target
We are committed to maintaining and continuously improving standards 
of occupational health and safety for all our employees, subcontractors 
and those affected by our activities including the public.

Ensure good systems are in place Plan for ISO 45001 transition
(Suir attained 45001)

Other Businesses to attain ISO 45001

Leadership Workshops / Behaviour Matrix for managers 90% complete
(75% complete)

More focus on Leadership Workshops

80% of workforce trained in Be-SHARP Employee target 90% (81% achieved) 90% target to be achieved

Contractors target 60% (77% achieved)

Ensure a ‘Don’t Walk By’ culture is in place Maintain level or higher.
(Level maintained)

On-going

Understand our workforce attitude through culture surveys Culture surveys and action planned in two businesses. 
(Completed)

'Special focus' culture surveys to be trialled
i.e HiPO reporting

Reduce employee lost time injury rate by 65% 2013-2018 We believe a 50% reduction is achievable.
(We achieved 25% reduction in 2018)

50% reduction

Benchmark progress in our health programmes through our 
Health KPI spreadsheet

Develop new Imtech Health Strategy
(developed and signed off by SLT)

On-going

Offer employees lifestyle medical programme Develop new Imtech Health Strategy
(developed and signed off by SLT)

On-going

Undertake health awareness campaigns Develop new Imtech Health Strategy On-going

We expect the performance of our partners and suppliers to be at least 
comparable to ours.

Ensure a consistent and robust approach to sub-contractor 
management. 
Include sub-contractors in relevant programmes

Reduce sub-contractor AFRs
(Sub-contractor LTI rate fell by 43%)

On-going

We take all reasonable steps to manage our operations so as to minimise 
our environmental impact, understand, measure and manage our carbon 
footprint and promote good environmental practice.

Ensure good systems are in place Maintain ISO 14001 On-going

Reduce carbon footprint Further reduction in carbon footprint Maintain current trend

Manage our waste so we reduce the overall tonnage and move it 
up the waste hierarchy

Focus on reducing waste to landfill
(no significant progress)

Review of waste streams 

Increase awareness with employees and other stakeholders Reinvigorate Sustainability Teams
(This did not happen)

Sustainability Teams to be revisited and re-invigorated

We aim to ensure that our activities cause the minimum of disruption 
to our neighbours and their communities and, where practical, make a 
positive contribution to those communities.
We will offer our employees the chance to be involved in community 
activities.

Ensure good systems are in place No specific targets No specific targets

Work through Business in the Community and their Responsible 
Business Check Up

Review scope of BITC membership with EDF Energy UK
(Completed)

Review scope of BITC membership with EDF Energy UK

Contribute to community outreach projects through Business in 
the Community and selected client programmes

Maintain or increase outreach projects Maintain or increase outreach projects

We will seek to find innovations to deliver balanced sustainable 
solutions. Where possible we will use alternative materials and methods 
to optimise the use of resources in collaboration with our clients and 
suppliers.

Ensure innovation and technological solutions are shared within 
the business and offered to clients.

Develop further solutions
(Sharing Portal set up, shared ideas at Leadership Conference)

Develop further solutions

Increase the value of recycled material we install Demonstrate through case studies Demonstrate through case studies

We work in partnership with our customers and supply chain to deliver 
quality projects on time, safely and with due regard to the environment. 
 
We will work with our supply chain to maximise value to all partners.

Improve construction techniques such as off-site pre-fabrication 
and lean management

Demonstrate through case studies Demonstrate through case studies

Implement our Sustainable Procurement Policy Demonstrate through case studies Demonstrate through case studies

Implement the Imtech Code of Sustainable Supply, which covers 
key issues such as labour rights, H&S, sustainability and ethics

Maintain in use Maintain in use

We will work with and support our customers in developing sustainable 
solutions to meet their needs.

Ensure innovation and technological solutions are shared within 
the business and offered to clients.

Demonstrate through case studies Demonstrate through case studies 
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Team GB
Imtech Engineering Services London & South supported 

Inline Skater Hockey Team GB, who were captained by 

employee Steven Dickinson, at the 2018 Men’s European 

Championships in Switzerland.

Narrowgate Mission 
Imtech Engineering Services North supported a 

Community Day project alongside client, Lendlease, 

at Narrowgate - Manchester City Mission, helping to 

paint and refurbish the 

building. The Narrowgate 

project provides both 

emergency night shelter 

accommodation, as well as 

daytime access to facilities, 

for homeless people.

Sheffield Snowflakes  
We were delighted to support 2018’s sparkling display of 

snowflakes bringing festive cheer to Sheffield Children’s 

Hospital. The appeal raised an incredible £256,800. This 

will help keep the hospital at the forefront of paediatric 

care, provide funds for equipment, research and a better 

environment for its young patients.

Julie Wheeler
Group Communications 
Manager

Tom Prendergast
Group Environmental 
Health & Safety Director

For more information please contact Imtech

Imtech.co.uk

Giving back
Our employees are always keen to help others and 
we encourage active participation in local projects, 
charities and events that will help them make a 
positive contribution to the community.

What we did

£90,000 
raised for 

charity 
in 2018


